Automatically feed, apply Scott reinforcing tape and punch holes in one smooth operation!

Quick Setup
Push button controls make the RHP-7000 operator and job friendly.

Control Tape Application
Tape positioning is precise and adjustable!

Straight Paper Path
Eliminates waste/ increases productivity.

Runs a Variety of Materials
Uses Scott heat or pressure sensitive tape.

Punches a Variety of Holes
Eliminates separate drilling or punching operations!

Edge reinforcing sheets has always been a bottleneck in production. In addition, end product quality has suffered due to the inefficient production methods available. In comparison, the RHP-7000’s automatic feeder is much more reliable as compared to most friction feeders. The sheet fed design of the RHP-7000 offers a much wider application range (32lb to 17 point board,) index stock, or printed materials.
Your “edge reinforcing” just got easier!

No more trimming off excess tape!

Now you can position the ends of the tape inside the sheet edge. This creates a much better looking product and substantially increases production. The RHP 7000 also eliminates the need for a separate drilling or punching function. Choose from many different standard and custom punching dies up to 13” in length. Twin Loop 3-5-7, Color Coil, 4 hole, 11 hole as well as special patterns are available.

Specifications:

*Sheet size: 7” x 5” (178mm x 12 mm) Minimum
  14” x 15” (356mm x 381mm) Maximum
  (Will punch 13” maximum) (330)

Paper: 32 lb. to 17 point board (120GSM-560GSM)

Plastic: 9/16” (14mm) & 3/4” (19mm) HST or PST

Electrical: 220 Volt, Single Phase, 50/60 Hz, 20 amp

Air: 80 PSI @ 5 CFM

Size: L-113” W-31” H-55” (2.870 x 787 x 1/139mm)

Weight: 1,500lbs. (682 Kg)

*Modifications Available: 17”-3/4” x 15” (451mm x 381mm)

Scott-Precision tabbing film is the best!

Brilliant colors, reinforcing tapes, laser printable and low heat films, superior quality, on time delivery.